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The first thing I will like to mention here is that the very thing you have written above is the very reason why I myself am involving myself in amending the Tamil scripture and making it more consistent with the modern time. The
ancient Tamil Texts are all based on the three Panch-Prakrita an Ayurveda which has stood the test of time. I first started writing this article almost one year ago. The very purpose of which was to put a stop to the madness of people
thinking that Tamil Nadu is a backward state and that there is nothing but Tamils in this part of the world. There is no dichotomy between Tamil and other Indian languages. It is the diversity of culture that makes India such a great
country. I am an Indian by birth. I love Indian civilization and its culture. I am ashamed of our government because they have just been doing nothing but trying to divide us. Whenever this happens, it is a reflection of their political
agenda. As a Muslim and a person from a lower caste I always feel that if we were not different, there would be no India. I want to tell the people of Tamil Nadu that neither you nor me are backward, but the very opposite! There was an
event in a little over a year ago. I was in a spiritual retreat with my friend and my eyes were opened. I am a rationalist and in my rational world only certain things do make sense. But at that spiritual retreat we were all convinced that
there is something special about Tamil Nadu. There were some scientific results coming from Tamil scholars which were just amazing. We saw it as a sign from our Guruji to come out of our denial mode and change our lives. So we
decided to come to Tamil Nadu. However, a few of us decided to stay in Singapore as a means to carry out a study on Tamil study. It was a vibrant, diverse and beautiful place. I have just been there recently and I am happy to say that
with all the developed nations, it is still one of the most beautiful place I have ever been to. (We can also appreciate this because we have the same food as in Tamil Nadu). What caught my eye was how even the educated Tamilians
had no idea about India. As a Tamilian, I must say my feelings were hurt. I felt shocked and I left my friend’s house. It was there that my Guruji called me and told me that there was so much fault in my understanding of Tamil that he
had to teach me a lesson. This is how I started writing my articles.
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I am sorry, I couldnt keep quiet. This behaviour of yours, I have not seen before. It was so wrong. You are being called a foreigner as well. I am from Tamil Nadu and I am a Tamilian. Do not insult my age or nationality. This all happened
at 2003. Phaladeepika did not realize that this reading was of my cousin who then worked in USA. This had happened even before 2003. At that time both of us (my cousins mother, sisters and I) never bothered who is this guy, who

cares? I had got a concept that this was a complete waste of time that I am wasting in reading this reading. But my cousins, my sisters and my mother reminded that he was their family member and asked if I can ask this guy and find
out more. I met Phaladeepika and asked if I could ask him a few more details to test the accuracy of his reading since, I had got many in the mail in the last 5 years and was expecting something better than these. When he told he can

tell only two or three more details, I was tensed. I never asked about details of my cousin, very rarely and that detail too. How will he know about a distant cousin? But he had read even details of our generation and my generation,
mostly about my fathers generation. I felt, it was best to know something after years of marriage, since, I had a bad impression on this Phaladeepika as a guy. I made a promise to my cousins that I will ask this Phaladeepika and get his

reading on my cousins details. He asked me about the details. I asked about his marital status and whether he was married to a Sourashtra girl or Tamil girl. Then asked what is his community. And all the information given about his
family in the reading were correct. I was tensed. At that time, the whole family (his relations and my cousins relatives) were to get a reading in the Bangalore International Center. I asked them and they all got their readings. I felt that
only Phaladeepika had nothing to do about the results of that reading. I went to his residence in Madurai and asked him for the reading. He became a little tense and said that he will do the reading. Finally he said that he will read the

information, while I felt that he will ask questions about my cousins details and take advantage of it. After that, while reading, he did ask questions about my cousins details. My cousin did not know that this guy had got her details.
Finally, he said, I will do reading in Hindi also. So, I said in Hindi if possible, but Phaladeepika assured me that he can do reading in other language also. Phaladeepika could have asked my cousin (since he was reading) but only

information about my cousin was given in reading, nothing more. During the reading, he asked about my cousin's name and about the names of my grandmother (his mother's mother). That is all he asked. He gave that girl as my
cousin's name, also the name of her father. That will be my grandparents name. Phaladeepika In Tamil Pdf 45 I wondered how it was possible to read details about my cousin, in my post reading mail of Phaladeepika. I thought that only

my cousin, my other relatives and I can know about my cousin. He said that all those who were getting their reading, all had asked him. Not even one of them had asked about my cousin. Then, I thought, how did he read my cousin
details, since I had not asked him about her, not even a yes or no. 5ec8ef588b
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